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About This Game

Smart Cube is a first-person puzzle game where you have to escape from a scientific experiment. Get ready to have your
intellect tested! The game comes with a lot of obstacles. Gameplay consists of placing or destroy cubes, adding jump pads, or
using other devices in order to reach the exit, but this is not very easy to achieve, because the path is blocked by obstacles. The

levels contain special tools that help player to plan his escape.

GAME FEATURES

50 levels

7 colors

Build and destroy cubes

Add or remove jump pads

Steam Achievements

Steam Cloud Save
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Title: Smart Cube
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Georgian Opariuc
Publisher:
Georgian Opariuc
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 950 / GTX 960M - 2GB ( 60 FPS on 1920x1080 resolution )

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Romanian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Italian,Polish,French
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pay 2 win\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Do not waste your time and money on this. The gameplay is uninteresting, and
there is no story to speak of. There are clues of one, but it has no ending. Avoid.. Very nice ! like the physics of this game :D
Buy with confidence !. i can not get pased the first part. Realized he has abandon it.. i did not like it.
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This is one of the WORST games out there only one good mission WORST game on earth!. Saved game gets corrupted and you
won't even notice it until you are about to load.
VERY frustrating!
fixed already. A lot of the effects have not been working for me. After a YEAR there has been no reply or help for this
problem! How can I enjoy a broken simulator? Spending minutes to place effects and not seeing them is utterly frustrating. I can
not recommend this until it gets repaired. So far this sim has just been a waste of my €10,-. I love ths freakin game! beacause
of its story and decisions it has humor, drama,and a little action. I know its text baxed but its still really fun its worth every
penny and dont let anyone tell you otherwise.. 11/10 best game ever
worth every penny
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